ABSTRACT. We study the existence of families of periodic solutions in a neighbourhood of a symmetric equilibrium point in two classes of Hamiltonian systems with involutory symmetries. In both classes, involutions reverse the sign of the Hamiltonian function. In the first class we study a Hamiltonian system with a reversing involution R acting symplectically. We first recover a result of Buzzi and Lamb showing that the equilibrium point is contained in a three dimensional conical subspace which consists of a two parameter family of periodic solutions with symmetry R and there may or may not exist two families of non-symmetric periodic solutions, depending on the coefficients of the Hamiltonian. In the second problem we study an equivariant Hamiltonian system with a symmetry S that acts anti-symplectically. Generically, there is no S-symmetric solution in a neighbourhood of the equilibrium point. Moreover, we prove the existence of at least 2 and at most 12 families of non-symmetric periodic solutions. We conclude with a brief study of systems with both forms of symmetry, showing they have very similar structure to the system with symmetry R.
INTRODUCTION
A classical approach in the analysis of Hamiltonian systems is to study the existence of periodic orbits near equilibria. A basic theorem on the existence of periodic solutions in Hamiltonian systems is the Liapunov centre theorem, which states that if the linearized flow at an equilibrium point has a simple purely imaginary eigenvalue satisfying a non-resonance condition then there exists a smooth 2-dimensional manifold which passes through the equilibrium point and consists of a one parameter family of periodic solutions, or nonlinear normal mode. In this work we extend this theorem to two classes of Hamiltonian systems with involutory symmetries where in both cases the involution reverses the sign of the Hamiltonian. In the first case, already studied by Buzzi and Lamb [5] , the involution is symplectic while in the second case it is anti-symplectic.
In the literature, there are versions of the Liapunov centre theorem for reversible systems, but they mostly deal with the classical case where the reversing symmetry acts anti-symplectically. For example see Devaney [6] . In this paper we consider two types of symmetry. First is the existence of periodic solutions in a time reversing Hamiltonian system equipped with an involution R that acts symplectically. The problem was introduced and analysed by Buzzi and Lamb [5] . If the linear system has two pairs of purely imaginary eigenvalues, they prove in a neighbourhood of a symmetric equilibrium point the existence of a three dimensional subspace consists of a two parameter family of R-periodic solutions with period close to 2π. In addition, they claim to find two families of non-symmetric periodic solutions whose period tends to 2π as they approach the equilibrium point, for an open dense set of coefficients (however there is a sign error in one of their calculations). Motivated by this work, we looked at the problem using different coordinates, and hence a different set of invariants. We recover their result on the existence of symmetric periodic solutions but obtain a different conclusion for the non-symmetric solutions. We determine an expression in the fourth order normal form and show that if this expression is positive there are two families of non-symmetric solutions, while if it is negative there are none.
The second problem we discuss is the dynamics near an equilibrium point in an equivariant Hamiltonian system with an involutory (time preserving) symmetry S acting anti-symplectically. Bifurcations of equilibria in Hamiltonian systems with such symmetry have been considered recently by M. Bosschaert and H. Hanßmann [4] . Existence theorems for periodic solutions in symmetric Hamiltonian systems can be found in Montaldi et al [14] , [15] , but this and related work assumes the symmetry transformation acts symplectically. We prove that for systems with this antisymplectic symmetry, generically, there are no symmetric periodic orbits in a neighbourhood of an equilibrium point. Moreover, we prove the existence of at least 2 and at most 12 non-symmetric families of periodic solutions (nonlinear normal modes) in a neighbourhood of the equilibrium point under the same generic conditions.
In both cases, since the involution reverses the sign of the Hamiltonian and we assume the linear system is periodic, the equilibrium will be in 1:-1 resonance.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce basic facts and definitions of Hamiltonian systems with symmetry. Section 3 lists normal forms of the Hamiltonian linear system L, the structure map J and the symmetry elements R and S in C 2 . Section 4 reviews the standard tool used to find periodic orbits in Hamiltonian systems: Liapunov-Schmidt reduction. In Section 5 we state and prove our theorem on the existence of families of periodic orbits in the R-reversible Hamiltonian system with R acting symplectically. In Section 6 we give our main result on the existence of periodic solutions in the S-equivariant Hamiltonian system with S acting anti-symplectically. Finally, in Section 7 we study the existence of periodic solutions in systems with the combined symmetry Z R 2 × Z S 2 reversible/equivariant Hamiltonian system.
HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS WITH SYMMETRY
In this section we recall some basic facts and definitions on Hamiltonian systems with symmetry. Let (R 2n , ω) be a symplectic space, i.e an even dimensional vector space equipped with a symplectic form ω. Recall that a symplectic form is a non-degenerate, skew symmetric, bilinear form. Then there exists a structure map J satisfying J * = −J (J * denotes the transpose of J ) and
, where 〈., .〉 is the standard inner product in R 2n .
Let H : R 2n → R be a Hamiltonian function. The Hamiltonian vector field f generated by H is symplectic, i.e. its flow preserves the symplectic form ω, and is defined bẏ
By using canonical coordinates for the symplectic form ω given in Darboux theorem [1] one can write
In this work we will deal with two types of symmetry, equivariant symmetries and time-reversing symmetries.
Definition 2.1. Let S, R be two linear transformations of R 2n , then
If x(t ) is a solution of (2.1), then S x(t ) is also a solution and S is referred to as a symmetry.
(2) The vector field f is called R-reversible if
If x(t ) is a solution of (2.1), then R x(−t ) is also a solution. Such a transformation is called a time reversing symmetry.
The symmetry of a periodic solution is given by the following definition.
Definition 2.2. Let x(t ) be a periodic solution of the dynamical systemẋ = f (x).
(1) If S is a symmetry of the system then x(t ) is said to be S-symmetric if
for some θ ∈ S 1 .
(2) If R is a reversing symmetry of the system then x(t ) is said to be R-symmetric if
Here we identify S 1 with R/T Z, where T is the period of x(t ). In both cases, a symmetric periodic orbit symmetric if and only if it is set-wise invariant.
In the Hamiltonian context, (reversing) symmetries can arise in two ways: they can either be symplectic or antisymplectic. A (reversing) symmetry T is symplectic if ω(T x, T y) = ω(x, y), ∀x, y ∈ R and anti-symplectic if ω(T x, T y) = −ω(x, y), ∀x, y ∈ R. In matrix form we can choose a basis so that T is orthogonal, and then T is symplectic if T J = J T and anti-symplectic if T J = −J T .
Note for example that by (2.1), if a reversing symmetry R is symplectic then it must reverse ∇H , and if we assume (as we may, and do) that H (0) = 0 then this is equivalent to H (R x) = −H (x), so that H is 'anti-invariant'. There are in all 4 possibilities of symmetry, labelled as follows Note that if T is an involution which reverses the sign of H , then any symmetric periodic orbit must lie in the set where H = 0. There may on the other hand be periodic orbits on which H is non-zero, and then T will exchange two such orbits, one with H > 0 and the other with H < 0. We will see this in more detail in later sections.
LINEAR HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS WITH INVOLUTORY SYMMETRIES
In this section we give the normal forms of linear Hamiltonian systems with involutory symmetries. Recall that an involution is a transformation of order 2. An important assumption that is required for studying the existence of periodic orbits is the presence of purely imaginary eigenvalues of the linear Hamiltonian vector field.
Let L ∈ sp J (2n, R) be a linear Hamiltonian vector field. Thus,
where J is the structure map defined in the previous section. By Bochner's theorem [3] , a (reversing) symmetry T can be chosen to be linear and orthogonal. Therefore, the (reversing) equivariant condition can be written as LT = ±T L, and the (anti-)symplectic property of T is given by
In [11] , Hoveijn et al. gave normal forms of linear systems in eigenspaces of (anti-) automorphisms of order two, which can be adapted to our problem. These normal forms are based on writing 〈J , T 〉− invariant subspaces. Since we are interested in generic systems with given symmetry, then by [11] we can only focus on the case when L is semi-simple. Also, we assume that L has at least one pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues ±i . Normal forms of T, J and L are given in the following lemma. We use the notation, 
Proof. Normal forms (i) are given in [5] . For (ii), Let W be a 2-dimensional symplectic subspace on which L has the pair of eigenvalues ±i and S(W ) = W . It is known in Hamiltonian context that L and J can take the same normal form on W taking into account multiplication of time by a scalar. Equivariance property yields SL = LS. On W , L and J take the same form which gives S J = J S which contradicts the fact that S is acting anti-symplectically. Thus, the minimal invariant subspace is four dimensional and is given by
Therefore, normal forms given in [11] show
, and
To get the same formulas for J and L given in (i) apply the change of coordinates on C 2 given by
In these new coordinates S, J and L takes the forms given in (ii).
Note that with these conventions, L and J take the same form in both cases, and the quadratic part H 2 of the Hamiltonian in both is given by
that is, H has a 1:-1 resonance. The higher order terms will differ for the two cases, as we see below.
LIAPUNOV-SCHMIDT REDUCTION
The classical approach to finding periodic orbits in Hamiltonian systems is to solve a variational equation on the loop space. This equation is of infinite dimension and can be reduced by Liapunov-Schmidt Reduction. In this section we will give an overview of that method and how to use it in finding periodic orbits near an equilibrium point in a reversible equivariant Hamiltonian system. We chose the reversible equivariant case to cover all symmetry cases discussed in this paper. We will follow the settings given in [5] and [7] .
Consider the vector field f : R n → R n , which has an equivariant reversing symmetry group G.
This implies the existence of a representation ρ : G → O(n) and a reversing sign σ :
In the following we give briefly the main steps of the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction and details can be found in [5] .
Defining the operator
where C 2π is the Banach space of R n -valued continuous 2π-periodic functions and C 1 2π is the space of C 2π functions that are continuously differentiable. It is readily seen that zeros of Φ are periodic solutions of the dynamical system generated by f with period 2π 1+τ . Now we can define the group action on the loop space C 2π as follows
where g = (γ, θ) is an element ofG = G ⋉ S
. Straightforward calculations imply that the operator
It is readily verified that L is G-reversible equivariant.
The splittings.
Consider the splittings
where the complements are taken with respect to the inner product
where µ is a normalized Haar measure for G and 〈u, v〉 = T g -invariant. Now we define the projections
Invariance of (4.2) under T g implies that the projections E and I − E commute with T g . We start this step by solving the equation
for w by the implicit function theorem, where
commutes with T g . Thus, the Liapunov-Schmidt method reduces the original problem to the problem of finding the zeros of the bifurcation map which is defined by
An important property of the bifurcation map ϕ is G reversing-equivariance property, i.e
The last feature to be considered is the Hamiltonian structure of the bifurcation map. Using the implicit Hamiltonian constrain given in [7] and [5] one can show that Φ is a parameter dependent Hamiltonian vector field. According to the actions of G being (anti-)symplectic we define the symplectic sign χ by the homomorphism χ : G → {±1} such that
Therefore, the weak symplectic form Ω will satisfy
and the Hamiltonian sign is given by
In all cases we discuss ker L is finite dimensional and thus ker L = ker L * and so by [7, 
where as before g = (γ, θ) for some θ ∈ S 1 . In practice, the function h can be computed to any finite degree by using normal form transformations, as described for example in [15] (the discussion there is for symplectic symmetries, but is equally valid for all four cases listed in Table 1 ).
SYMPLECTIC TIME-REVERSING INVOLUTION
In this section we prove the existence of symmetric and non-symmetric periodic solutions in a Hamiltonian systems with a reversing involutory symmetry acting symplectically (type SR in Table  1 ). The problem was first studied by C. Buzzi and J. Lamb [5] , but there is a minor sign error in the calculations in Lemma 6.4 which effects the statement in their Theorem 6.1. They (correctly) prove the existence of a three dimensional conical subspace of symmetric periodic solutions in a neighbourhood of the origin. Also, they find that the origin is contained in two 2-dimensional manifolds each containing a non-symmetric family of periodic solutions with period close to 2π. Using our expressions for the (semi-)invariants, we first recover their result on the symmetric solutions, and then we correct their Theorem 6.1 to show that generically there may or may not be two families of non-symmetric periodic orbits in a neighbourhood of the equilibrium point 0 depending on the coefficients of the Hamiltonian. Buzzi and Lamb also distinguish between two cases, called elliptic and hyperbolic, distinguishing between the possibilities of the period function on the 3-dimensional family being monotonic or not. It turns out that this distinction coincides with the two cases of existence or non-existence of non-symmetric periodic orbits.
By the normal forms given in Lemma 3.1 (i), we have dim ker L = 4, so we can write ker L ∼ = C 2 .
Therefore, the bifurcation map is given by
with Hamiltonian function
which satisfies (4.4). Denote by Z R 2 the cyclic group generated by R, which together with S 1 gives
The reversing symmetry R acts on C 2 by
while the S 1 action is defined by
Let E be the ring of S 1 invariants, then one can write
where
, and E − is the module over
Note that the functions N ,C , D and δ satisfy the identity
The proof of this lemma is by standard algebraic computations, similar to those found for example in [9] . Now we can apply Lemma 5.1 to our Hamiltonian. The function h is S 1 -invariant, R antiinvariant and real valued. This implies there is a smooth function g satisfying
In order to find the periodic solutions we need to solve the bifurcation equation first. The bifurcation equation is given by
This can be written as
We now consider, in turn, the symmetric and non-symmetric periodic orbits.
Symmetric Periodic Orbits.
In finding symmetric periodic orbits we recover the result in [5] . Proof. Since the Hamiltonian is R anti-invariant then all symmetric solutions are zeros of the bifurcation equations that lie in the level set h = 0. For symmetric solutions we have δ = 0. Therefore the bifurcation equation calculated in FixR = {(z, z) | z ∈ C} will take the form
Non-zero solutions yield g (z, τ) = 0. By the formula of the reduced Hamiltonian (5.1), the lowest order term of the variable τ is given by
This implies that ∂g ∂τ (0, 0) = 1 2 = 0. By the implicit function theorem for each small non-zero z there exists a τ such that (z, z) lies in a periodic orbit with period 2π τ+1 . By reversing property each R symmetric solution intersects FixR in two points. Since the conical subspace δ = 0 is 3 dimensional and all points in FixR are solutions of the bifurcation equation we conclude that the conical subspace completely consists of these periodic solutions with period close to 2π as they approach the origin.
5.2.
Non-Symmetric Periodic Orbits. We prove the existence of two families of non-symmetric periodic solutions under suitable conditions on the coefficients of the Hamiltonian. This result is fairly different to the one in [5] . To prove the existence of non-symmetric solutions one needs to solve the bifurcation equation without any symmetry conditions. By calculating the partial derivatives of g the bifurcation equation will be
Multiplying the first equation by z 1 and the second one by z 2 we get
By adding (5.3) and (5.4) we have
Taking the imaginary part of the above equation gives
and when C , D = 0 we can write that equation as
Therefore equation (5.5) will be
By subtracting (5.4) from (5.3) we have
this can also be written by the formula g
Substituting (5.6) and (5.9) in (5.7) yields
which is equivalent to
In order to prove the existence of non-symmetric periodic solutions to the original Hamiltonian system we need to prove the following lemma. Let
Lemma 5.3. If n, c and d are not all zero then there exists a unique solution in
for the system of equations
Proof. It is clear that the last three equations are not independent but we will use them all to make up for the special cases when one of the numbers n, c or d is equal to zero. Suppose that n = 0. Then we only need to solve (5.13),(5.14) and (5.16). In order to apply the implicit function theorem we need to study the following Jacobian matrix with respect to τ,C , D and N  Now we state and prove the main theorem about the existence of non-symmetric periodic solutions for the given reversible Hamiltonian system. 
which is equivalent to N = g N t ,C = −g C t and D = −g D t . To get non-symmetric solutions we should have close to 2π in a neighbourhood of the origin are the symmetric ones.
Period Distribution within the Family of Symmetric Periodic Solutions.
Following the argument given in Buzzi and Lamb [5] , we describe the structure of period distribution for symmetric periodic solutions. According to FixR being two dimensional the level sets of the period will be given by τ = τ(x, y). If we change the coordinates in a neighbourhood of the origin such that τ = ε 1x 2 + ε 2ỹ 2 with ε j = ±1,where the sign depends on the details of h and H . One can give the following definition:
Definition 5.5. The level sets of the period τ can be of two types:
(1) elliptic when ε 1 ε 2 = 1. In that case the level sets of the period form circles and τ increases or decreases monotonically with increasing radius. (2) hyperbolic when ε 1 ε 2 = −1. Here the level sets of the period form two families of hyperbolae, one family with positive increasing τ and one with negative decreasing τ. Proof. As discussed in the proof of the existence of symmetric periodic solutions, τ(x, y) can be calculated using the equation g (z, τ) = 0, with z = x + i y. Using our variables N ,C and D and depending on the quadratic terms of that equation we have
By the Morse Lemma the shape of τ(x, y) near the origin is given by the determinant
Therefore the family of periodic orbits is elliptic when (
Accordingly, one can easily deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 5.7. The two dimensional families of non-symmetric periodic orbits given in Theorem 5.4 exists if and only if the three dimensional family of symmetric periodic orbits is of elliptic type.

ANTI-SYMPLECTIC INVOLUTION
In this section we analyse the problem of existence of periodic orbits in a Hamiltonian system which is equivariant under the action of an anti-symplectic involution S (type AE in Table 1 ). This was studied by J. Li and Y. Shi in [13] , but that paper contains a number of errors. Firstly, the form of the Hamiltonian is not sufficiently general, for example the polynomial function h = DN satisfies the symmetry of the problem but is not in the form assumed in [13] . This effects the results significantly and the general form of the Hamiltonian makes the calculations more difficult. There is also a serious error in the proof of their Lemma 5.3. As a result we consider the problem anew. We use a different basis from [13] , so the invariants and anti-invariants are different, and we determine a general formula for the reduced Hamiltonian. Firstly, we find that no symmetric periodic orbits can occur generically (opposite to the result claimed in [13] ). Secondly, we prove the existence of at least two and at most 12 families of non-symmetric periodic solutions near the equilibrium point.
An immediate consequence of our assumptions is the Hamiltonian being S anti-invariant (as pointed out in Table 1 ). By the normal forms given in Lemma 3.1(ii) we have dim ker L = 4 i.e. ker L ∼ = C 2 . The bifurcation equation is given by the formula
with the Hamiltonian h :
where J is the structure map. Now let's define the actions of Z
Now we study the set of (anti-)invariants and find the appropriate formula for h. 
(2) the S 1 invariant but Z 2 anti-invariant functions are generated by δ, D where
According to that the Hamiltonian h will take the form
The bifurcation equation will be given by
6.1. Symmetric Periodic Orbits. Symmetric periodic solutions of that equivariant Hamiltonian system lie in the set FixS = {(z,z), z ∈ C}. Moreover, by anti-invariance, that is h • S = −h, all symmetric solutions will be in the level set h = 0. In order to get the symmetric periodic solutions we need to solve the bifurcation equation calculated in FixS. Consequently, one needs to solve (6.1) and (6.2) with conditions: δ = D = 0 and N = C . Thus,
By multiplying (6.3) by z 1 and (6.4) by z 2 we get
Adding and subtracting these two equations yields
With the conditions δ = D = 0 we have
Since we are looking for nonzero solutions then N = C = 0 and therefore, solutions are common zeros of g 1 and g 2 in a neighbourhood of the origin. But g 1 and g 2 are independent functions and generically the only common zero in a neighbourhood of the origin is 0 itself. As a result there are no symmetric periodic orbits for the given Hamiltonian system. Remark 6.1. Another way to see the non-existence of symmetric solutions in that system is by using a Liapunov function. Consider the Hamiltonian given by the formula H = δ(a 1 +b 1 N +c 1 C + · · · )+D(a 2 +b 2 N +c 2 C +· · · ). Restricting the Hamiltonian system on the two dimensional invariant space FixS giveṡ
Easy computations show that the eigenvalues of the linear system are λ = 2(a 2 ± a 1 i ). In order to get periodic orbits we should have a 2 = 0 and the system would be written aṡ
Consider as Liapunov function V = x 2 + y 2 . Differentiating V in the direction of the Hamiltonian vector field yieldsV
The number b 2 + c 2 is generically non-zero and thereforeV is non-zero. This means the sign ofV (either positive or negative) is constant along any trajectory, so that the trajectory cannot be closed. Thus, the system does not have any symmetric periodic orbits.
6.2. Non-symmetric Periodic Orbits. For this case we only need to solve the pair (6.1) and (6.2) without any extra conditions. Multiplying (6.1) by z 1 and (6.2) by z 2 gives
) By adding theses two equations we have
9) The real and imaginary parts of equation (6.9) are
The last equation to be considered comes from subtracting (6.8) from (6.7) and it will take the form
This means finding non-symmetric solutions of the Hamiltonian system will be by solving the triple (6.10),(6.11) and (6.12) . Clearly the system is singular at the origin and can be studied using a blow-up method. For that purpose define the new coordinates (u, v, w, t , x) by
combined together by the relation
Substituting these new coordinates in (6.10),(6.11) and(6.12) gives
We are interested in the non-zero solutions, i.e. r = 0. The first step is to divide by the common power of r in these equations and the second step is to apply the implicit function theorem. For simplicity we can write the Taylor series for the functions g 1 and g 2 as
which with the new coordinates take the form
Accordingly, the system (6.13) will be written as 
Clearly, the system can not be solved by the implicit function theorem at this point in the argument. As a result we will use a different technique as illustrated in the next section. We will show that (6.15) has non-degenerate solutions, then apply a continuation argument to show (6.14) has solutions when r > 0. Adding the relation between the variables N ,C , D and δ gives us the system
First of all we want to count the number of all solutions of the system (6.16). For that purpose we need the following theorem. For more details and proof see for example [10] . The system (6.16) consists of four homogeneous equations each of degree two with five variables. According to Bezout's Theorem we have 16 complex solutions for that system and can divide them into two main types: solutions when v = 0 and solutions when v = 0. 6.2.1. Solutions when v = 0. In that case, algebric calculations give a total of three different solutions:
Now we want to study the multiplicity of each solution. Consider the Jacobian matrix for the system (6.16) with respect to v, t , u, w, x J =  
Substituting the values of the first solution and the condition v = 0 in the Jacobian matrix yields
To get the appropriate square submatrix we eliminate the second column because t is non-zero and get
This matrix is of rank three and therefore this first solution is not simple. To study its multiplicity we need to study the behaviour of system (6.16) near a solution point for example say (v, t , u, w, x) = (0, 2, 0, 0, 0). Consider the system
Near the point (v, t , u, w, x) = (0, 2, 0, 0, 0) the first equation can be solved by the implicit function theorem for v, the second for x and the third equation for u. As a result we end up with solving the equation
where f (w ) is a function constructed by substituting the solutions from the implicit function theorem in equation (6.17) . Clearly f is of order greater than one. So, the least order coefficient is w 2 and so the studied solution is of multiplicity two.
Regarding the multiplicity of the second and third solution we should assume that w = 0 for a non-zero solution; for simplicity let w = 1. The Jacobian matrix will take the form
Since w = 1, we can omit the w -column and get
2 )/b2. We can assume that this result is non-zero and therefore the second and the third solutions are simple. We conclude that the case v = 0 corresponds to four solutions where the first solution is doubled but the others are of multiplicity one. Note that v = 0 implies N = |z 1 | 2 + |z 2 | 2 = 0. Thus, these four solutions won't be counted as periodic solutions of the given system, but will help us find out how many non-zero periodic solutions there are. Proof. Straightforward calculations yield the result.
In order to find out more about the maximum number of real solutions we can find we will use a numerical approach. We choose various values for the constants in the system (6.16) and then solve the equations using Maple. Since we are interested in solutions with v = 0, we put v = 1 for simplicity. These numerical calculations suggest that the system can have a maximum of eight real solutions, including the two analytic solutions given by Proposition 6.3. In addition, there are examples of systems with four or six real solutions. Our aim is to prove that for each of these cases, the solutions are non-degenerate. Then, under any perturbation of the set of coefficients there still exist (nearby) real solutions (i.e. periodic solutions). In the following we study an example of each set of coefficients that has two, four, six or eight real solutions for the studied system (6.16). Then, we check their non-degeneracy conditions. Note that all numbers are rounded to four decimal digits.
Example 6.4 (A system with two real solutions). Consider the set
The corresponding system has only two real solutions {t = −4, u = 0, w = 0, x = ±v = ±1}, which are those given in Proposition 6.3. The remaining 10 solutions are non-real. In order to check the non-degeneracy condition, we need to study the proper submatrix of J for each solution and ensure that its determinant is non-zero. Substituting the values given in R and the two solutions in J yields
Since t = 0, we omit the t −column and we have the submatrix
Therefore, these two solutions are non-degenerate.
A similar argument is used in the remaining examples to prove the non-degeneracy of solutions in each case. Example 6.5 (A system with four real solutions). Let the set of coefficients in the system (6.16) be
the associated system has 8 non-real solutions and only four real solutions and the real ones are :
(1) {t = −4, u = 0, w = 0, x = ±v = ±1} (2) {t = 1.5602, u = −0.9681, w = ±0.0855, x = ±0.2354}
Substituting R and the first two solutions in the matrix J we get
Now we can choose the submatrix J 11 by omitting the second column because t is non-zero and we find its determinant to be det J 11 = ±692 = 0. In the same way we can study the third and fourth solutions to get The non-degeneracy of the above solutions can be studied in pairs. Firstly, we study the determinant of the appropriate matrix J 11 associated to the first and second solutions.
Similarly, for the rest of solutions we have As a result all real solutions of this case are non-degenerate
We end with an example of a system with eight real solutions, which is the largest number of real solutions we found using numerical calculations.
Example 6.7 (A system with eight real solutions). Let
The corresponding real solutions are only eight and they are 
Therefore, all eight solutions are non-degenerate.
6.3. Conclusion. Bezout's theorem guaranteed a total of 12 solutions for the case v = 0, but numerical calculations found at most eight of them to be real (and at least two). The last thing to consider is the effect of the addition of higher order terms to the system (6.16) when solving by the implicit function theorem. We will choose one of the previous examples and prove the existence of periodic orbits in that system and the rest can be done in the same way. We consider the solution point (t , u, w, v, x, r ) = (−4, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) as a candidate. We want to apply the implicit function theorem on the system in a neighbourhood of that point. Note that the functions g 1 , g 2 are given by
In our new coordinates (6.18) and (6.19) will take the form Those solutions can be written as functions of r as follows
Converting back to our basic coordinates N ,C , D, δ gives
This curve of solutions gives a one parameter family of periodic orbits for the equivariant Hamiltonian system. Similarly one can prove the existence of one parameter family of periodic solutions for each case studied before because of their non-degeneracy conditions. Accordingly, we state the following result. It is natural at this point to ask about periodic orbits of a system possessing both the symmetries studied above. Consider now a reversible equivariant Hamiltonian system under the action of the group G = Z periodic orbit of symmetry S and it is therefore SR symmetric. Moreover, solving equation (7.2) for z ∈ Fix(S, π) gives another orbit with symmetry S. Finally we illustrate the relation between fixed point spaces of the involutions R, S, SR and (S, π) geometrically. Buzzi and Lamb [5] show that the intersection between the cone δ = 0 and the unit sphere in C 2 is a torus T parametrized by two angles (θ 1 , θ 2 ) and draw FixR on T . In addition to that we show the intersection between FixS and the torus T is given by the line θ 2 = −θ 1 . Also, we plot Fix(S, π) = {(θ 1 , θ 2 ) = (θ 1 , π − θ 1 )} on the torus. The last thing is to intersect FixSR with T which gives a total of two points (0, 0) and (π, π) (shown as large dots in the figure).
Periodic orbits in
